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Resource Overview

The resource tab allows you to view different governance dimensions on managed resources within applications gov-
erned by File Access Manager. All onboarded applications will display within the resource tree on the left panel. Each
application will have its own nested resource tree. A resource within an application can be a file share, folder
SharePoint site, database, storage object, etc.

Individual files are not represented as "resources" managed by File Access Manager, unless they have unique per-
missions assigned to them. In this case they will be represented as individual managed resources.

The Resource tab includes the following tabs:

l Activities

l Permissions

l Data

l Alerts

l Owners
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Viewing Activities

After performing the crawler task, the Activities tab displays all of the aggregated data. Here you are able to view the
most and least frequent users, resources, activity types, and can perform various actions. It provides a high level over-
view of activity trends and common usages as well as the most common actions taken on certain resources hier-
archies.

Resource Tree
When a resource has been selected from the Resource Tree to the left, all information within that resource will display.

A user can search for a resource, like a folder, share, site, or Personal Drive, in the search bar.

You can view the information by Users, Resources, or Actions.

l Users – displays users that have performed actions

l Resources – contained resources within this resource

l Actions – action performed within this resource

Note: You can display the content by either Most Frequent usage or Least Frequent
usage.
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Viewing Users

The three line menu to the right of each set of users provides a circular way to view the data associated with this high
level resource.

When viewing users on a resource, all activities that particular user has done will display in blue under their name.

Click the blue activities link to see what that user has done on the resource.

Viewing Resources

A user can view the child resources nested under the current selected resource.
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Viewing Actions

When viewing actions on a resource, you are able to view the most and least frequent actions on a particular resource.

Clicking on the blue link below the action will display all actions performed and by who.

Filter Parameters
Select eitherMost Frequent or Least Frequent to change the order of what is displayed.

Click the Timeframe dropdown to change the duration of time to alter the displayed results.

Viewing the Permission Path
This function allows the user to view how someone has access to certain resources.

To view a permission path, click on the user name.

The colored legend at the top will provide additional context as to the frequency of usage on that particular permission.
Namely, how long has it been since the user has used the permission or had access granted to it.

This colored legend helps identify stale and unused permissions that can be removed to reduce risk associated with
unnecessary exposure and over-permissive and unused access.

The branches leading from the user to the resource will display in a color which corresponds to the legend.

Each branch represents an access path through which a user is granted access to the resource. That path can rep-
resent a direct permission, access granted through a group, or a nested group membership. Groups can be expanded
to show the member and sub-groups nested under them.
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Viewing Permissions

The Permission tab provides four different views on a resource:

l Simple—high level view. Shows who has direct access to what. You can filter the results by the permissions
type (menu on the left panel).

l Tree—gives the view from a resource perspective on the entire resource. Each user within the resource will
have a three line menu displayed next to their name.

l Overexposed—accessible by everyone or a larger part of the organization. The definition for overexposed can
be configured through the Overexposed Resources section within the General tab under Settings. There are
three different scope or view types:

l Unique Permissions or Sensitive Data

l Unique Permission only

l Sensitive Data only

l Excess—view users who overlap and have redundant access paths granting similar or excessive permissions
to the same resource.

Editing Permissions
File Access Manager supports OOTB and custom fulfillment of removing permissions.

An administrator can change the permissions level a user has by clicking Add Permission or Remove Permissions.

Complete the following to edit permissions:

1. Search for the user you are adding permissions for.

2. Provide a reason why they are being granted the permissions.

3. For the Permission Type, a user can choose between either Permission Type or Same as Colleague.

Permission Type–choose between the various actions types to give permission.

Same as Colleague–search for a colleague give the same access as that person.

4. Click Send Request to initiate an Access Request on this new permission.
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Data Tab

This tab helps identify the data distribution, the data level of staleness, and the usage frequency all from within a cer-
tain resource.

Each rectangle represents a contained / nested resource. Usage information is aggregated and presented based on
the most recent usage of data within each resource.

A heat map will display the resources from a hierarchical point of view.

The resources will display in blocks of color based on when the last time they were accessed. The color legend is
above the heat map to the right.

Note: The size of the block indicates the size of the folder.

Clicking a block will display the data analysis dialog which provides insight as to what type of content is within that
resource block, what type of sensitive information is within the block and who is the owner of the resource block.
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Alerts Tab

The Alerts tab allows you to enable or disable already preset alerts.

To add or edit alerts for the Resource tab, navigate to Compliance > Alert Rules. For more information on how to cre-
ate or edit alerts, see the Alerts Guide.
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Owners Tab

The Owners tab provides visibility into the ownership status of the data within a resource.

This view shows all the users and owners of a particular resource. The user also has the capability to alter data own-
ers here.

With the Usage percentages displayed, File Access Manager provides activity information to help the user make a
more informed decision about who own certain folders within a resource.

To fine tune the data displayed, use the Usage Statistics bar to have more refined data. You can adjust the timeframe
or the actions performed within the folder.

Adding Owners to Resources
Within the table of displays a list of the most active users on a resource. If a user is not selected as an owner, click the
+Add Owner button to add them.

If a user is not listed within the table and need to be added as an owner to the resource, click Add New Owner within
the Current Owners window and search for them.
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